
''I know my strengths, I know the strengths of my 

team, but now what; where do we go from here?'' 

Samantha McDonald Allow each individual the time and tools to understand 

who they are through their strengths. Then start to facilitate a process to ensure 

they are in a role that is optimising on their strengths (Peter Principle). If not, who 

in the company has the complimentary strengths to make the work roles and 

output more effective and in turn more satisfying for all employees. Have 

resources available to educate employees in understanding the toxic triangle and 

how, when our needs are under-utilised, we underperform. Like the idea of using 

'Theme Thursday as learn & lunch' as someone mentioned. Great point of 

discussion. 
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J. B. King How much are people using those strengths each day? How mature 

are the talents of everyone in the organization? How well are trust, compassion, 

stability and hope being used by leaders to lead well? These are questions I'd 

ask to see more of how is this being applied and how deep is the awareness. 

One could look at nutrition as an example where people may know something 

but is it applied well? Looking at obesity rates in my area not that well. 

Lynn Dowding Often in organisations it depends with whom the journey of 

strengths begins. If the Senior Leadership team isn't bought into it then It's likely 

to carry less weight. if everyone has done CSF and loves it and can focus their 

strengths on their functional goals then that's a great place to start changing the 

culture. Add talent development to performance reviews and or regular 

discussions between line managers and individuals to really make a difference. 
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Hazel Bainbridge Great question Andy. My first step, as others have 

suggested, would be to establish their why and specifically what they want to be 

different than it is now - in other words what will they see, hear and feel when 

strengths are embedded and part of the organizational MO. Then I'd evaluate 

where they are now in relation to that perhaps by taking each layer of the 

organization and evaluating the extent of Be, Know, Do that exists around their 

talents. With clear metrics and a compelling why you can then begin to devise 

the strategies to get there eg is there still a lot of knowing to be educated in, how 

might they do that in an appropriated way for them etc 

I 
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Alex Wong I believe that everything rises and falls with leadership. There are 

many people who claim to adopt a strengths based approach but their human 

capital processes and their culture hardly reflects that. 

The first thing that I would do is to ascertain whether they see the value in a 

strengths-based approach ... Enough to be willing to make changes. And then 

start examining how we can build a strengths mindset into everything they do, 

from hiring, to meetings, to acknowledgement, to rewards, to mentoring etc. 

And then start building champions who would spearhead their very own 

movement. 

Have more people do what they do best everyday. That fundamental mindset 

and approach is a form of application in and of itself, and when done well would 

increase engagement and productivity. 

Unfortunately, in most cases it would be like a cartoon I saw where everyone 

wants change, but no one wants to change. 
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